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Abstract

We give a short and simple proof of the decidability of normal-
ization in Recursive Program Schemes (RPSs). As a side result, we
obtain an algorithm that effectively transforms any RPS into an ir-
reducible one, in which shortest normalizing reductions are easy to
construct.

1 Introduction

It is shown in [6] that normalization is decidable in Recursive Program
Schemes (RPSs). The proof there is quite complex as it employs the con-
cept of essential chains of rules: An essential chain of rules is a sequence
of rules r1, r2, . . . such that an ri+1-redex has an essential occurrence in the
right-hand side of ri, for all i = 1, 2, . . .. Here a subterm (in particular,
a redex) is called essential if it has a descendant under any reduction of
the term (where the concept of descendant is a refinement of that of resid-
ual; it allows to trace subterms along reductions).1 It is shown in [6] that
a term t in an RPS R is normalizable iff all essential chains of the rules
corresponding to essential redexes in t are finite. Showing the decidability
of normalization thus required showing the decidability of essentiality in
RPSs.

In this paper we give a much shorter and simpler (thus less informative)
proof. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of
Term Rewriting: All needed information can be found in [9, 4, 13]. We
use t and s to denote terms, u to denote redexes, and r to denote rules.

1For the reader familiar with the concept of neededness of redexes [4], we remark that
essentiality is a refinement of neededness in that it makes sense for all subterms, and not
redexes only.
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We write t → s or t
u→s if s is obtained from t by reducing a redex u, and

→→ denotes the transitive reflexive closure of →; we write
∅→→ when the

number of steps is 0.

2 The proof

We start by introducing RPSs [2, 9].2 RPSs have been studied in [11, 12]
under the name of contracting symbols of type I.

Definition 1. An RPS R is a Term Rewriting System (TRS) [9, 13] whose
alphabet consists of a finite set F of unknown function symbols, a finite set
G of basic function symbols, and variables. The rules of R have the form

r : f(x1, . . . , xn) → s,

where f is an unknown function symbol in F , xi are pairwise distinct vari-
ables, and s is an arbitrary term built from function symbols (basic or un-
known) and variables. There is exactly one rule in R for every unknown
function symbol in F .

A rule r as above is called irreducible if s is an R-normal form, and
is called reducible otherwise. We call an RPS irreducible if every rule in
it with normalizable right-hand side is irreducible. That is, an irreducible
RPS may contain rules whose right-hand sides are not in normal form, but
these right-hand sides are not normalizable. Clearly, if a rule r ∈ R is
irreducible, for any term t in R, the normal form of t w.r.t. {r} can be
computed in (at most) as many steps as the number of r-redexes in t. This
is why irreducible rules are attractive.

Lemma 1. If all rules of an RPS R are reducible, then no reducible term
t in R has a normal form.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that t has a normalizing reduction t →→ t′
u→t∗.

Then the right-hand side of the rule for the redex u must be a normal-form
– a contradiction.

Lemma 2. Let R be an RPS containing an irreducible rule r. Further, for
any term s in R, let sr denote its {r}-normal form. And finally, let Rr be
the RPS obtained from R by {r}-normalizing the right-hand sides of rules
in R (i.e., by replacing all rules t1 → t2 in R with t1 → tr2, respectively),
and then by removing r. Then a term t in R is normalizable in R iff tr is
normalizable in Rr.

2RPSs are called Recursive Applicative Program Schemes in [2].
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Proof. (⇐) Any step in Rr can be decomposed into an R\{r}-step followed
by a number of r-steps (contracting all created r-redexes). Hence, tr is R-
normalizable (since it is Rr-normalizable), and thus so is t (since t →→ tr

in R).
(⇒) By induction on the length of a shortest R-normalizing reduction

t
u→t1 → . . . → tn starting from t. Using the Parallel Moves Lemma (PM) [9,

4], we can construct the following diagram in R, where tr →→ t′1 is an R-
reduction that contracts all residuals of u in tr, which are disjoint, if any.

t
u
- t1

PM

tr
??

-- t′1

??

Let t′1 →→ tr1 be a reduction that contracts all r-redexes created by con-
tracting the disjoint residuals of u along tr →→ t′1 (in fact, there are no
other r-redexes in t′1). By the decomposition property of Rr-steps men-
tioned above, tr →→ tr1 in Rr if u is not an r-redex, and tr = tr1 otherwise.
By the induction assumption, tr1 is normalizable in Rr, hence so is tr.

t
u
- t1 -- tn

PM

tr
??

-- t′1

??

Ind

tr1

??
--

--

trn = tn

∅

??

Theorem 1. Normalization is decidable in any RPS R.

Proof. By induction on the number of rules in R. By Lemma 1, we can
assume that R contains an irreducible rule, r. By Lemma 2, a term t has
a normal form in R iff tr has a normal form in Rr, and we conclude (since
Rr has fewer rules than R).

3 Concluding remarks

Decidability of normalization in RPSs can also be derived from an advanced
result of Nagaya and Toyama [10, page 264], stating that for a left-linear
growing TRS R and a regular tree language L, the set of ground terms s
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such that s →→ Rt for some t ∈ L is regular. Here R is growing if for any
rule r ∈ R and any variable x that occurs both in left- and right-hand sides
of r, x occurs in the left-hand side of r at depth 1 (i.e., just below the root
symbol). RPSs are clearly growing.

Unlike the proof in [10], our proof gives an algorithm for transformation
of RPSs into simpler and more efficient ones: Given an RPS R and a term
t in R, we can construct (using Lemma 2) an irreducible RPS R′ such
that any term in R is normalizable in R iff it is normalizable in R′, and
the normal forms coincide. Note that R′ = R′irr ∪ R′red, where all rules
in R′irr are irreducible, and the right-hand sides of rules in R′red are not
normalizable. (Clearly, it does not make sense to compute R′red-redexes,
since such redexes do not have normal forms.) Then, if t contains an R′red-
redex that is not in an erased argument of an R′irr-redex, then t has no
normal form in R or R′. Otherwise, we normalize t w.r.t. R′irr (e.g., using
the innermost essential strategy, which is optimal in orthogonal TRSs in
general [6]; a subterm of t is essential w.r.t. Rirr iff it is not in an erased
argument of an R′irr-redex in t). The obtained Rirr-normal form is also the
normal form of t in R. (Cf. [1], where family-reductions are designed to
achieve optimal evaluation of RPSs.)

We note that the proof presented in this work is based on the fact
that the only redexes that can be created by reducing a redex are present
explicitly already in the right-hand side of the applied rewrite rule. We
therefore expect that the proof can be generalized to Higher Order Re-
cursive Program Schemes [8] and Persistent TRSs [7] and ERSs [5, 8, 3].
Higher Order RPSs correspond to contracting symbols of types IV and IV ′

studied in [11, 12].
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